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J:RTR.ODUCTJ:OH

Habitat capability models are needed for each of the management indicator
species selected for use in the revision of the Tongass Land Management Plan.
These models will be used to assist in the evaluation of effects of proposed
land management activities on wildlife habitats and populations.

The objective

of this model is to estimate the capability of habitats in southeast Alaska to
support populations of marten (Martes americana) .

The model provides an

evaluation of habitat quality which is assumed to be related to long-term
carrying capacity.

This model was developed to evaluate the potential quality

of winter habitat for marten.

The winter cover requirements of this species

are more restrictive than the cover requirements during other seasons of the
year and availability of prey (Allen 1982) .

It is assumed that if adequate

winter cover is available, habitat requirements throughout the balance of the
year will not be limiting.

The marten is generally considered to be an inhabitant of climax forest
communities throughout North America (Marshall 1951) .

The species prefers

mature conifer or mixed forest stands although there are indications that it
may be adaptable to a variety of forest habitats (Soutiere 1979) .

Use of

habitat by marten is related to occurrence and availability of foods and to
cover characteristics.

Extensive old growth forests have been called the

mainstay of marten populations in the Pacific states because they provide many
den sites and abundant prey items (Meslow et al. 1981).
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Marten have been eliminated throughout the southern and eastern portions of
their original range (Strickland et al. 1982).

This has been attributed to

overharvesting and removal of mature forests through logging (Bergerud 1969;
Dodds and Martell 1971; Strickland et al. 1982, Clark et al. 1987, Thompson
1991) .

Marten populations throughout southeast Alaska continue to be

"reasonably dense" (Johnson 1981).

However, very little is known of specific

habitat associations in this area.

BABJ:TAT USB

Food Habits
The food habits of marten have been studied extensively and are similar
throughout their range, where studied (Marshall 1946; Cowan and MacKay 1950;
Lensink et al. 1955; Quick 1955; Murie 1961; Weckwirth and Hawley 1962; Francis
and Stephenson 1972; Goszczynski 1976; Koehler and Hornocker 1977; Campbell
1979; Soutiere 1979 ;· Zielinski et al. 1983; Buskirk and MacDonald. 1983,
Thompson and Colgan 1987, Slough et al .. 1989).
general categories:

Marten utilize food from four

small mammals, birds, insects, and fruit.

Marten exhibit

a high diversity in their diet; changes in diet choice occur with season and
abundance of prey species (Thompson and Cplgan

1990) .

The red-backed vole (Clethrionomys spp.) is the staple food source throughout
the year but is most important during winter, where it occurs.

The meadow vole

(Microtus pennsylvanicus) appears to be a preferred food but may be generally
unavailable to marten because their habitats do not overlap extensively.

Deer

mice (Peromyscus spp.) are abundant throughout marten habitat but are not well
represented in food habits studies.

Food habits studies have shown conflicting

results concerning the use of red squirrels (Tamiasciurys hudsonicus) by
marten.

Several studies indicated that red squirrels are not preferred by

marten.

Other studies have reported that, at times, tree squirrels may be

important to marten.

The limited distribution of red-backed voles in southeast

Alaska may result in dependence of marten on red squirrels in this area.

The

occurrence of birds and their eggs in the diet of marten generally increases in
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June and July when they are most vulnerable to marten.

Birds made up a large

proportion of the year-round diet of marten studieQ on the Queen Charlotte
Islands (Nagorsen et al. 1991} and on Vancouver Island (Nagorsen et al. 1989).
Fruits and berries make up a large part of the diet of marten in late summer
when they become available.

An

increase in the occurrence of insects in the

diet of marten also takes place in the summer.
Water
The requirements of water for-marten have not been directly addressed in the
literature.

However, some inferences may be made from other observations.

Marten have been reported to immediately seek water to drink after being
released from live traps (Hawley 1955; Lensink et al. 1955).

The distribution

of the red-backed vole, the marten's major prey item, is closely associated
with the presence of free water (Gunderson 1959) .

Marten have also been

reported to select drainages and timber stands with moist areas for hunting
sites (Simon 1980) .

These findings tend to indicate that habitat selection by

marten may be influenced by the availability of free water.
has not been quantified.

This association

However, water is probably not limiting in the wet

climate of southeast Alaska.
Cover
Habitat use by marten has been related to very specific vegetation related
attributes of the landscape.

Numerous studies have reported the relationship

between canopy cover and habitat preferred by marten.

Koehler and Hornocker

(1977) indicated that marten required at least a 30% canopy closure in Idaho.
Spencer _et al .. (1983) reported that habitats in the northern Sierra Nevada with
40 to 60% canopy closure were preferred and that habitats with 30% or less
canopy closure were avoided.

The results of a study in eastern Canada

indicated that marten prefer dense conifer forest in the winter with a canopy
closure greater than 75% (Bateman 1986) .

Hargis and McCullough (1984) further

indicated that marten prefer areas with 100% cover.

However, marten have also.

been reported to avoid dense stands (i.e., >60% crown closure) because of the
lack of habitat for prey in these areas (Spencer 1981) .
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Conversely, marten avoid open habitats without tree canopy cover even though
these areas often provide habitat for their
meadow vole)

~referred

prey species (i.e.,

(Hawley and Newby 1957; Martell and Radvaryi 1977; Spencer 1981;

Douglass et al. 1983).

Spencer et al. (1983) reported that marten rarely went

more than 30 feet (10 m) into treeless meadows.

Ingram (1973) and Simon (1980)

indicated that marten seldom penetrate more than 100 feet (30 m) into openings.
Hargis and McCullough's (1984) observations indicated that marten would
directly cross openings up to 160 feet (50 m) in width, but that they would not
stop to rest or hunt.

Openings up to 440 feet (135 m) across were traversed by

martens if scattered islands of trees were available.

Similar observations

were reported by Koehler and Hornocker (1977), Spencer (1981), and Bateman
(1986) .

They observed marten crossing clearcuts up to 330 feet (100 m) across

with scattered trees and treeless openings up to 200 feet (60 m) across.
Soutiere (1979) and Pulliainen (1981) both indicated that marten occasionally
crossed openings up to 670 feet (200 m) across.

Avoiding openings and

traveling under. the tree canopy may minimize the risk of predation for marten
(Herman and Fuller 1974; Pulliainen 1981).

It has also been suggested that

deep snow in openings in winter may preclude successful hunting by marten
(Koehler and Hornocker 1977; Soutiere 1979).
openings in the summer
and also

provide~escape

~ay

The dense growth in clearcut

also hinder the marten's visual contact with prey

cover for prey species, thus reducing foraging

efficiency for marten (Steventon and Major 1982) .
Special Habitat Characteristics

Snags are important to marten to provide dens for resting in both winter and
and summer (Spencer 1987) .

Marten utilize the tops of broken snags as resting

sites in the summer and cavities in snags in the winter and summer (Campbell
1979; Wynne and Sherburne 1984, Marten and Barrett 1991) .·

The presence of

snags is so critical to the well being of marten that Schmidt (1943) and
Bergerud (1969) indicated that den site availability may limit marten
populations.

Marten tend to utilize large diameter, highly decayed snags as

den sites (Campbell 1979; Spencer 1981).

Preferred snags have been reported to

range from 16 to 58 inches (40 to 147 em) diameter at breast height (dbh)
(Cambell 1979; Simon 1980; Spencer et al. 1983; Wynne and Sherburne 1984;
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Spencer 1987) .

All snags known to be used by marten during one study were

sheltered, at least partially, by the overstory canopy (Simon 1980) .
During periods of snow cover marten forage for prey almost exclusively under
the snow where this aspect of their life history was studied (Murie 1961;
Zielinski 1981; Buskirk 1983).

They utilize down woody material extending

above the snow to gain access to prey under the snow (Hargis and McCullough
1984).

Many of the marten's preferred prey species also depend upon downed

wood for food storage locations and den sites (Maser et al. 1979).

Marten also

use down logs and other woody debris covered by snow as resting sitss during
winter (Capbbell 1979, Spencer 1987).

These resting sites may provide the best

thermal cover and the greatest protection against energy loss for marten in the
winter (Buskirk et al. 1989).

Marten avoid areas with little or no down woody

material whether or not:other cover requirements are met (Simon 1980).

Dead

and declining trees are therefore a necessary component of productive marten
habitat (Wynne and Sherburne 1984) .
Although marten can effectively use down woody material to forage under snow,
the greater the depth of snow the more difficult it will be for marten to
obtain food.

At high elevations in southeast Alaska (i.e., >1,500 feet [460

m]) excessive snow depth may preclude marten activity.

The high moisture

content of snow in southern southeast Alaska may also reduce or preclude
foraging under the snow.

Habitat suitability may, therefore, decrease as

elevation increases.
Interspersion of Habitats
Habitat selection by marten is driven by optimization of foraging success and
minimization of danger and discomfort (Spencer 1981) .

Habitat of high quality

for marten is a mosaic of plant communities (Buskirk 1983) .

This mosaic is

best provided by uneven aged forests with an interspersion of patches of old
growth trees and small bpenings.

Such forests provide habitat for prey species

and the protective cover that is important for marten.
I

'
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The distribution and abundance of marten are determined to a large extent by
the availability of cover and the presence of prey species (Simon 1980).

A

critical component of cover for marten, described by a number of studies, is
canopy cover.

Marten prefer habitats with canopies apparently for predator

avoidance and other survival benefits.

However, complete canopy closure

results in a depletion 9f habitat for the marten's preferred prey species.
minimum canopy closure suitable for marten appears to be
Hornocker 1977).

30~

The

(Koehler and

Optimum canopy closure ranges from 60~ to 80~ (Spencer et al.

1983; Bateman 1986).

As canopy closure approaches

100~

habitat declines (Spencer 1981; Spencer et al. 1983).

the value of marten

Measurements of

overstory canopy closure are often not available, so alternate·variables are
necessary to express this relationship.

A significant positive relationship

has been demonstrated between canopy closure and timber volume (r=0.81, P

<

0.01) based on data provided in Martinet al. (1985).
A number of studies have described the relationship between high quality marten
habitat and the presence of snags (e.g., Simon 1980; Spencer et al. 1983; Wynne
and Sherburne 1984; Spencer 1987).

Snags typically used by marten as resting

and den sites have a large diameter, often have a broken top, and are sheltered
z.

by the overstory canopy.

Noble and Harrington (1981) completed an extensive

survey of snag characteristics on Prince of Wales Island in southern southeast
Alaska.

Information from that survey indicates that stands of commercial

forest (i.e., hemlock, spruce, hemlock/spruce) have higher densities of snags
preferred by marten than other forest stands (i.e., noncommercial forest,
muskeg forest) .
Another important component of marten habitat that has been identified by
numerous studies is dead and down woody material (e.g., Simon 1980; Steventon
and Major 1982; Spencer et al. 1983; Hargis and MCCullough 1984; Spencer
1987) .

Marten utilize dead and down material to gain access to prey under the

snow and for den sites.

Stand surveys completed in southeast Alaska currently

do not provide information on density or presence of dead and down material.
However, Brown and See (1981) have demonstrated a relationship between amount
of dead and down material and productivity of a site;

Their findings indicate .
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that deposition of downed dead woody material generally increases with an
increase in site productivity (i.e., the more productive sites grow more woody
biomass for accumulation as downed woody material).

Site index is also related

to the volume of timber a stand produces (i.e., higher volume classes occur on
areas with higher site index) .
Timber volume classes may, therefore, be used to indicate degree of canopy
~

closure, availability of suitable snags, and the presence of dead and down
material in old growth forests and their associated value as habitat for marten
(Table 1) .
Stand age, as represented by stand size class, also has a significant effect on
the suitability of habitat for marten.

Marten were found to be more common in ·

uncut areas than in younger stands in a 6-year study in Ontario (Thompson et
al. 1989).

All individuals observed in a study of transplanted marten in the

Yukon Territory showed an affinity for late seral or climax conifer forests
{Slough 1989) .
canopy cover.

A portion of this effect is related to the development of
Canopy development can be predicted, to an extent, from the age

of a stand on highly productive sites (Alaback 1984).

Numerous studies have

shown that clearcutting·is detrimental to marten populations {de Vos 1951,
1952; Grakou 1972; Steventon and Major 1982; Snyder and Bissonette 1987,).
Clearcutting lowers the carrying capacity of an area for marten, resulting in
larger home range sizes. and lower population densities {Soutiere 1979; Thompson
and Colgan 1987a, 1987b) .

Thompson {1988) also indicated that marten densities

were 67-90% lower in logged areas up to 40 years after logging than. in old
growth forests.

This results from an elimination of resting sites, winter

hunting sites, overhead cover, and preferred prey species (Campbell 1979).
Red-backed voles, the staple food source of martens in areas where these voles
are present, are abundant in undisturbed forests, avoid forest openings, and
are rare or absent for at least 10 years following clearcutting (Miller and
Getz 1972; Powell 1972; Martell and Radvaryi 1977; Campbell 1979).

Red

squirrels appear to follow similar trends {Wolff and Zasada 1975; Medin 1986).
Populations of small mammals not preferred by marten (e.g., deer mice)
generally increase in clearcut areas (Tevis 1956a; Campbell 1979; Van Horne
1981).

Clearcuts and early successional stages may receive some use by marten

during snow-free periods (Koehler and Hornocker 1977, Soutiere 1979, Steventon

''
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and Major 1982).

However, marten require mature and old growth forest stands

during winter to provide prey and rest sites (Koehler and Hornocker 1979,
Buskirk et al. 1989, Koehler et

al~

1990).

These factors indicate that the

suitability of clearcuts as marten habitat is low (Table 2) .

It is assummed

that some habitat value for marten is retained in clearcuts in that residual
slash provides overhead cover and some less-preferred prey species are.
available.

However, preliminary results of research on marten in southeast

Alaska indicate that use of clearcuts by marten is very limited in this area
(Flynn 1991) .

The dense overstory that develops at approximately age 25 and persists until
the next rotation at age 100

decreas~s

the amount of light that reaches the

forest floor and results in a rapid depletion of the understory vegetation.
Understory vegetation provides habitat for the primary prey species of the
marten.

Reduction in prey populations in second growth stands results in

significant reductions of marten populations (de Vos 1952, Koehler et al. 1975,
Koehler et al. 1990)

{Table 2).

Habitats within the beach fringe (i.e., 500ft [150m] of the beach} and to
some extent within riparian zones are assummed to have higher value for marten
than upland habitats.

Several studies have shown marten to be attracted to

riparian habitats (Simon 1980, Spencer et al. 1983, Hargis and McCullough
1984).

The presence of 1) marine and aquatic organisms as a food source, 2}

undercut banks for dens and burrows, 3) a deciduous tree layer,

gr~sses,

and

sedges as habitat for prey species {Tevis 195Gb, Ream and Gruell 1979), and 4)
increased dead and down material resulting from blowdown (Buskirk et al. 1989)
are assumed to make these habitats more valuable for marten (Table 3) .
Availability of prey items for marten may decrease as snow depth increases,
especially with elevation.

Elevation, therefore, is assumed to influence the

quality of habitat for marten (Table 4).
Timber harvest and other resource development activities require the
construction of roads.

These roads provide additional access for trappers

which usually results in increased harvests of marten.

Marten are easily

trapped and can be overharvested, especially where trapping pressure is heavy
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(Strickland et al. 1982).

Density of roads may affect the quality of habitat

for marten through trapping, especially where there is potential of
overtrapping (Thompson 1988) .

Mean home range sizes reported for marten
2
2
. kl and et al.
. range are approxJ.mately
.
1 mJ.. (2.6 krn ) (StrJ.c
t h rough out t h eJ.r
1982) .

Home ranges of males tend to be discrete but they overlap with the

ranges of 1 or more females-.

Therefore, whenever roads are built within 2 mi

(3.2 krn) of the beach or built less than 2 mi (3.2 km) apart a high risk exists

that

unregulat~d

trapping on these roads will result in an overharvest of

resident marten. It is assumed, therefore, that as road densities exceed 0.2
2
milmi densities of marten will decrease (Figure 1). As road densities

approa~h

0.6 milmi

2

marten densities will be reduced by 90% due to greatly

increased trapping pressure.

BQtiA.Tl:ORS

In order to obtain a life requisite value-for marten for each habitat the
individual habitat capability index values for appropriate variables must be
combined.

This is accomplished in this model by multiplying appropriate

habitat capability index values together for a site to obtain the overall index
value (Table 5) .

HABITAT CAPABILITr

A mean density of 1 martenlmi

2

2
(0.39 martenlkm ) is assumed in southeast

Alaska based on preliminary results of research on northeast Chichagof Island
(Flynn 1991).
2

krn)

This density was used to calibrate the model on ~ so mi
-

area on northeast Chichagof Island.

2

(130

When optimum habitat (i.e.,

capability index= 1.0) was assumed to support a population of 2.71
.
d an approxJ.mate
.
marten I km2) the model proJecte
overall

marten I mJ..2

<1.05

of
d ensJ.ty
·

1 marten I mJ.·

2

<0.39

2

marten I km ) .

DensJ.ty
o f marten J.n
optJ.mum
·
·
·

habitats is therefore assumed to be 2.71 martenlmi
(Table 5).

2

2
(1.05 martenlkm )

.

8
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Model verification is intended to only ensure that the model provides
reasonable results and behaves as intended.
field experiments,

Additional evaluation, through

will be necessary to test the validity of model results

against information from the real system and to examine the validity of
assumptions made in the model.
The appropriateness of this model was verified by comparing the capability
indices developed from information in the literature with preliminary marten
habitat use/availability data from northeast Chichagof Island (Flynn 1991)
(Table 6) .

This comparison shows a strong correlation between model indices

and actual habitat selection indices (r = 0.97) indicating that the model
approximates natural systems and can.be used with some confidence.

D. Anderson, M. Or.me, R. Wood, and E. Young participated in early discussions
concerning model development.
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Table l. Classes of timber volume in old growth forests in southeast Alaska and
associated habitat capability indices for marten.

Range of
Timber Volume·

Volume

Habitat

Class

Suitability

(bf/acre)

<8,000

Indices

3 (i.e., noncommercial

0.3

forest)
8-20,000

4

0.7

20-30,000

5

0.9

6+

1.0

>30,000

' .
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Table 2. Description of stand size classes (i.e., stand age) for forests in
southeast Alaska and associated habitat capability indices for marten.

Habitat

Stand Size
Class

Description

Capability Index

Seedling or
Sapling

Trees <5 in (13 em) dbh

0.2

Poletimber

Trees >5 in (13 em) dbh,

0.1

<9 in (23 em) dbh
Young growth
sawtimber

Trees >9 in (23 em) dbh,
<150 years old

0.1
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Table 3. Suitability of beach fringea an~ riparian areas. as habitat for
marten.

a

Physiographic

Habitat

Area

Capability Index

Beach fringe

1.0

Riparian

1.0

Upland

0.9

,
Beach fringe
tide line.

~itats

are those within 500 ft (150 m) of the mean high
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Table 4. The effect of elevation on the suitability of habitats for marten in
southeast Alaska.

Habitat
Elevation

Capability Index

<800 ft
(245

1.0

m)

800-1500 ft
(245-560

m}

0.6

>1500 ft
(560

m)

0.0

.

J
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Table 5. Capability of habitats in southeast Alaska to support marten

Winter
Habitat

Elevatign
<800 ft {245m}
800-1500 ft
BeachLRi:garian
Q:Qland
{245-560 m}
Index #/sq mi Index #/sq mi Index #/sq mi

a

.

>1500 ft
{560 m}
Index #/sq mi

Seedling or
sapling

0.20

0.54

0.18

0.49

0.12

0.33

0.00

0.00

Poletimber

0.10

0.27

0.09

0.24

0.06

0.16

.o .00

0.00

Young growth
sawtimber

0.10

0.27

0.09

0.24

0.06

0.16

' 0. 00

0.00

Noncommercial
forest

0.30

0.81

0.27

0.73

0.14b

0.38

Volume
class 4

0.70

1.90

0.63

1. 71

0.43

Volume
class 5

0.90

2.44

0.81

2.20

Volume
class 6+

1.00

2. 71

0.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

Old growth

Nonforest

0.00

0.00

1.17

0.00

0.00

0.54

1.46

0.00

0.00

2.44

0.60

1.63

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

v

aTable entries under Index are the products of the individual suitability
index values for the habitat components listed in Tables 1-4.
b

The value for noncommercial forest between 800 and 1500 ft (245 and 560
m) was considered to be lower than the products indicated because of the
accumulation of snow at this elevation and the lack of down and dead
woody material.
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Table 6. Comparison of model habitat capability index values and habitat
selection indices for marten in southeast Alaska.

Habitat

Model Habitat Capability
a
Index Value

Seedling or
sapling

0.20

Poletimber

0.10

Young growth
sawtimber

0.10

Habitat Select~on
Index Value

0.00

Old growth
Noncommercial
forest

0.30

0.41

Volume
class 4

0.70

0. 77

Volume
class 5

0.90

0.86

Volume
class 6+

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

Nonforest

~alues from Table 5.
b

Values from Flynn (1991) .
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Figure 1.

Effect of road density on habitat capability for marten.
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Information required from the Geographic Informat~on System to
model habitat capability for marten in southeast Alaska.

Map Layer
Components

De.scription

Vegetation
Forested/nonforested

Forested land has at least 10%
stocking by trees of any size

Productive/unproductive

Productive forest land is capable
of producing more than 240 bd.
ft/ac annual growth of industrial
wood

Successional stage
Clearcut

Harvested within last 5 years or
nonstocked because of harvest

Seedling/sapling

0 to 5 in diameter at breast height
(DBH)

Pole timber

5 to 11 in DBH

Young growth sawtimber

11+ in DBH and less than 150 years
old

Old growth

11+ in DBH and 150+ years old

Timber volume classes
Noncommercial forest
Low-volume old growth
Mid-volume old growth
High-volume old growth

0 - 8,000 boardfeet/acre
8 - 20,000 boardfeet/acre
20 - 30,000 boardfeet/acre
30,000 + boardfeet/acre

Beach fringe

500 ft buffer from mean-high tide
line

Estuary fringe

1000 ft buffer from mean-high tide
line

Stream channel type
Riparian ·

Within 300 ft of streams without
riparian soils
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Information required .from the Geographic Information System to
model habitat capability for marten in southeast Alaska continued.

Map Layer
Components

Description

Soil polygons
Riparian

Riparian soils

Topographic
Elevation

0 - 800 ft
801 - 1500 ft
>1500 ft
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APPENDIX J2
INFO Program for Running the Marten Habitat Capability Model on the
Tongass National Forest Geographic Information System Database.

/*======================================================================
/*
/*

USDA TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST
IDT STREET PROGRAMMING

/*======================================================================
/* Macro Name: MAAM.AML
/* Authors: Lowell H. Suring, Gene Degayner and Rick Griffen
/*
USDA Forest Service, Alaska Region and Tongass National Forest

/*
/* Modified by L.H. Suring to update the density calculations.

/*
/* Date: 28 February 1991
/*--------------------------------------------------------~-------------

/* Purpose: This macros determines the HSI values for marten.
/* An Info program called MAAMHSI.PRG is created, which actually runs
/* the model and calculates the HSI values for the grid points.

/*======================================================================
/* Input:

Quad Name

/*

/*======================================================================
'/*Output:
/*

MAAMHSI.PRG and MAAMOCC.PRG in INFO, and MAAMHSI values in
the MAAM.DATA file.

/*

/*======================================================================
/*
&Args c9ver
/* Check for existence of cover
&IF A [EXISTS %COVER% -COVER] &THEN
&RETURN &INFORM %COVER% DOES NOT EXIST IN THIS WORKSPACE
/* Check for existence of Marten lookup table, if present kill it!
&IF [EXISTS MAAM.DATA -INFO] &THEN
&DATA ARC INFO
SEL MAAM.DATA
ERA MAAM. DATA
y

Q STOP
&END
PULLITEMS %COVER%. PAT MAAM. DATA
AREA

PERIMETER
%COVER%#
%COVER%-ID
ACRES
OWNER
VCU

Version 5.0
SSIZEC
FTYPE
FPROD
CNS

CT

ELEV-RNG
ESTUARY
FISH-HAB
BEACH
VOLC
END
ADDITEM MAAM.DATA MAAM.DATA MAAMPOP 4 9 B 3
ADDITEM MAAM.DATA MAAM.DATA MAAMHSI 4 4 F 2
'&If [Exists MAAM.DATA ~Info] &Then
&DO
&SYS DEL/2=IGN A~TEN_FILE_EXISTS_4_%COVER%
&SYS CRE AMARTEN_FILE_EXISTS_4_%COVER%
&END

/*
/*
/*

This first section sets up the relate environment for the programs.

&Data Arc Info
SEL MAAMOCC.PRG
ERA MAAMOCC.PRG
y

SEL MIS_OCCUR.LUT
ERA MIS_OCCUR.LUT
y

ADIR :STAFF:GIS:TNF:TABLES:INFO
TAKE FROM DATA ARC MIS_9CCUR.LUT
ADIR : INFOSYS
SEL MAAM. DATA
RELATE MIS_OCCUR.LUT 1 BY VCU ORDERED
REM

REM PROGRAM MAAMOCC. PRG
RESELECT $1MAAM = 1
IF $NOSEL = 0
OUTPUT ANO_MARTEN_IN_RESQ INIT
ENDIF
REM END

REM
REM
REM
REM

REM RON MAAMOCC. PRG
REM ERA MAAMOCC. PRG
REM y

STOP
REM &END

REM Q

I*
/*
/*
/*

If the previous program did not find marten
on the whole quad, the macro will not run the modelling portion.
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/* &If (Exists NO_MARTEN_IN_%COVER% -FILE] &Then
/* &Return &Inform *** Marten do not occur on %COVER%. ***

I*

ERA MAAMHSI. PRG
y

PROGRAM MAAMHSI . PRG
REM
REM

REM
REM

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

REM

This program calculates habitat suitability index (HSI) values
for marten using habitat information available in the
geographic information system (GIS) developed for the Tongass
Tongass National Forest. The HSI item is assummed to be 0
unless otherwise specified. Names of the
variables are consistent with those in the forest-wide GIS Data
Dictionary, or in the grid summary files.
This section determines whether mart.en occur on the point
being analyzed, and skips to the end if they do not.

REM

PROGRAM SECTION EVEN
REM

IF $1MAAM NE 1
GOTO DONE
END IF
REM
REM ******.****************************************************
OLD GROWTH FOREST
REM *
*
REM **********************************************************
IF SSIZEC = '4'
IF VOLC = '4'
IF ELEV-RNG = 1 OR ELEV-RNG ::: 2
IF ESTUARY = 1 OR FISH-HAB = 71 OR FISH-HAB = 72 OR FISH-HAB ::: 100
OR FISH-HAB = 200 OR FISH-HAB = 1170 OR FISH-HAB = 1270 OR BEACH= 1
CA MAAMHSI = . 7

ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = • 63
END IF
END IF
IF ELEV-RNG = 3 OR ELEV-RNG = 4
CA MAAMHSI = .43
END IF
END IF
IF VOLC = '5' OR VOLC = '6' OR VOLC = '7'·
IF ELEV-RNG = 1 OR ELEV-RNG = 2
IF ESTUARY= 1 OR.FISH-HAB = 71 OR FISH-HAB = 72 OR FISH-HAB = 100
OR FISH-HAB = 200 OR FISH-HAB = 1170 OR FISH-HAB = 1270 OR BEACH = 1
CA MAAMHSI = 1
ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = .9
END IF
ENDIF
IF ELEV-RNG = 3 OR ELEV-RNG = 4
CA MAAMHSI = • 6
END IF
END IF
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REM
REM
*************************************
REM
* NONCOMMERCIAL FOREST - SSIZEC = 4 *
REM
*************************************
REM
IF FTYPE NE I s I AND FTYPE NE I HI AND FTYPE NE I XI AND FTYPE NE I c I
IF ELEV-RNG = 1 OR ELEV-RNG = 2
IF ESTUARY = 1 OR FISH-HAB = 71 OR FISH-HAB = 72 OR FISH-HAB = 100
OR FISH-HAB = 200 OR FISH-HAB = 1170 OR FISH-HAB = 1270 OR BEACH = 1
CA MAAMHSI = .3
ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = .27
END IF
END IF
IF ELEV-RNG = 3 OR ELEV-RNG = 4
CA MAAMHSI = .14
END IF
END IF
END IF
REM
REM
********************************************************
* NONCOMMERCIAL FOREST - FPROD NE I I AND FPROD NE I 2 I *
REM
REM
********************************************************
REM
IF FPROD NE I 2, AND FPROD NE I I
IF ELEV-RNG = 1 OR ELEV-RNG = 2
IF FISH-HAB = 71 OR FISH-HAB = 72 OR FISH-HAB = 100 OR FISH-HAB =
200 OR FISH-HAB = 1170 OR FISH-HAB = 1270
CA MAAMHSI = .3
ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = .27
END IF
IF ESTUARY = 1 OR BEACH = 1
CA MAAMHSI = .3
ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = .27
END IF
END IF
IF ELEV-RNG = 3 OR ELEV-RNG = 4
CA MAAMHSI = .14
END IF
END IF
REM
REM

REM

**********************************************************
SECOND GROWTH FOREST
*
*
**********************************************************

REM
REM
IF SSIZEC = 1 3' OR CNS = 'N' OR SSIZEC = 1 2 1
IF ELEV-RNG = 1 OR ELEV-RNG = 2
IF FISH-HAB = 71 OR FISH-HAB = 72 OR FISH-HAB
200 OR FISH-HAB = 1170 OR FISH-HAB = 1270
CA MAAMHSI = .1

ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = . 09

= 100

OR FISH-HAB

=
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END :IF
:IF ESTUARY = 1 OR BEACH = 1
CA MAAMHS:I = .1
ELSE
CA MAAMHS:I = .09
END :IF
END :IF
:IF ELEV-RNG = 3 OR ELEV-RNG = 4
CA MAAMHS:I = • 06
END :IF
END :IF
REM

REM
REM

**********************************************************
CLEARCOTS
*
*
**********************************************************

REM
REM
:IF SS:IZEC = '1' OR CNS = 'X' OR CNS = 'P'
:IF ELEV-RNG = 1 OR ELEV-RNG = 2
IF FISH-HAB = 71 OR F:ISH-HAB = 72 OR FISH-HAB
200 OR F:ISH-HAB = 1170 OR F:ISH-HAB = 1270
CA MAAMHS:I = • 2
ELSE
CA MAAMHS:I
.18
END :IF
:IF ESTUARY = 1 OR BEACH = 1
CA MAAMHSI

=

= 100

OR F:ISH-HAB

=

.2

ELSE
CA MAAMHSI = .18
END :IF
END :IF
:IF ELEV-RNG = 3 OR ELEV-RNG = 4
CA MAAMHS:I = .12
END :IF
END :IF
REM

LABEL DONE
REM
REM The program comes directly here prior to checking the next point
REM if marten are not present.
REM

PROGRAM SECTION ODD
END
RUN MAAMHS:I . PRG
ERA MAAMHS:I .PRG
y

CA MAAMPOP = MAAMHS:I * 2. 7l * ( ACRES * . 0015625 )
SEL M:IS_OCCUR.LUT
ERA M:IS_OCCUR.LUT
y

Q STOP
&End
&Return
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